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Research & Policy Topics

- Conflict, Diplomacy & Security
- Data for Social Impact
- Elections, Governments & Policy
- Energy, Environment & Health
- Expertise in Asia
- Expertise in Latin America
- Finance, Labor & Global Markets
- Global Economics & Management
- Human Rights & International Law
- Innovation & Technology
- International Development
- Trade & Commerce

Degrees

- BA/MIA
- BA/MPP
- MAS-IA
- Master of International Affairs
- Master of Public Policy
- MCEPA
- MIA
- MPP
- PhD-PSIA

Research Centers

- 21st Century China Center
- Big Pixel Initiative
- Center for Commerce and Diplomacy
- Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies
- Center on Global Transformation
- Deep Decarbonization Initiative
- Fudan-UC Center on Contemporary China
- Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation
- Japan Forum for Innovation and Technology
- Korea-Pacific Program
Laboratory on International Law and Regulation
Policy Design and Evaluation Lab
Science Policy Fellows Program
SDG Policy Initiative

**Faculty**

- Agustina Paglayan
- Alexander Gelber
- Barbara Walter
- Barry Naughton
- Brian Libgober
- Caroline Freund
- Craig McIntosh
- David Fortunato
- David Michael
- David Victor
- Eli Berman
- Elizabeth Lyons
- Ellis Krauss
- Emilie Hafner-Burton
- Francisco Garfias
- Gaurav Khanna
- Gordon McCord
- Jennifer Burney
- Jesse Driscoll
- Jim Lambright
- John Ahlquist
- Joshua Graff Zivin
- Kate Ricke
- Krislert Samphantharak
- Kyle Handley
- Lauren Prather
- Maria Carreri
- Michael Davidson
- Morgan Levy
- Munseob Lee